We show a simple, analytic equation describing a class of two-dimensional shapes well suited for representation of aircraft airfoil profiles. Our goal was to create a description characterized by a small number of parameters with easily understandable meaning, providing a tool to alter the shape with optimization procedures as well as manual tweaks by the designer. The generated shapes are well suited for numerical analysis with 2D flow solving software such as XFOIL.
I. INTRODUCTION
A numerically fast method of obtaining aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft wing airfoil, e. g. the shape of the wing as seen in cross -section, is of great interest, especially since obtaining an exact solution based on full Navier -Stokes equations is usually a prohibitively complex task. Over years, a range of approaches has been developed to predict the lift and drag forces acting on a given shape. The analytical solutions are possible with the conformal mapping, where a solved problem of a flow around a simple shape such as a cylinder is used along coordinate transform to obtain the lift and drag of an airfoil shape [1] . Nowadays, the analysis of a two-dimensional viscous and inviscid flow over an airfoil can be performed with a great accuracy on a personal computer, and the so-called inverse design can be used to generate the shape out of a prescribed pressure distribution [2] . Alternatively, one can design the airfoil by trial and error, using some model equation to generate the geometry and refine it either manually or with optimization procedure. Therefore, it is of interest to provide a model having enough flexibility to describe a wide range of airfoils while keeping the number of free parameters to the minimum. Several commonly used approaches for shape generation and genetic optimization [3] are B-splines [4, 5] and other parametric descriptions such as 11 parameter PARSEC airfoil family [6] .
II. AIRFOIL EQUATION
The airfoil is defined as a pair of parametric equations for X(θ) and Y (θ) for θ = 0, 2π ,
where B -Base shape coefficient. For B=2, the base shape of the airfoil is ellipse. In the limit of B approaching 1, the shape becomes a rectangle. This parameter affects mostly the leading edge.
T -thickness as a fraction of the chord.
P -taper exponent. For P=1, when going to the trailing edge, the thickness approaches 0 in a linear manner. For higher value, the airfoil tapers more suddenly near the trailing edge.
C -camber, as a fraction of chord.
E -camber exponent, defining the location of the maximum camber point, where E = 1 describes 50% camber point, and smaller value shifts it towards the leading edge. R -reflex parameter. Positive value generates reflexed trailing edge, while negative one emulates flaps.
It should be stressed that the presented description allows for intuitive manipulation of airfoil shape. The parameters have a clear meaning, and their change impacts the profile in a predictable manner. Moreover, the generated shape is continuous and relatively smooth. The example airfoils generated with the above equation are shown on the Fig.  1 . One can make several general observations. All the parameters affect the airfoil globally. One of the crucial characteristics of the airfoil is the leading edge, which is strongly dependent on the value of B, with a typical, rounded shape obtained for B ≈ 2. The taper parameter P provides control over the maximum thickness point; a characteristic shape of low drag laminar flow airfoils [7] can be obtained for high values of P . The thickness distribution T h is a product of T and P , and it is given by
for θ = 0, π and X given by Eq. 1. Likewise, one can also define the camber line Cm
These two parameters give an insight on the design performance characteristic and allow for easy comparison with other airfoils.
III. OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
The performance optimization is performed in several steps. A known airfoil is chosen as a reference. First, the shape parameters are adjusted to match the selected profile. Due to the limited precision of the curve fitting and the constraints resulting from the relatively low number of free parameters of Eq. 1, small differences between generated shape and reference one are expected. This is shown on the Fig. 2 , bottom right panel, where a commonly used Clark Y profile [8] has been selected as the base shape. As a next step, the analysis tool XFOIL by Mark Drela [2] is used to evaluate the lift and drag polars of the resulting shape and compare it with the chosen airfoil at a given operating point. The results for Reynolds number Re = 10 6 are shown on the Fig. 2 . Due to the highly nonlinear nature of the problem, relatively small deviations from the reference shape result in significant differences in the performance figures. The lift-drag polar is shown on the upper left panel. The obtained airfoil maintains general characteristics of Clark Y -the minimum coefficient of drag Cd is obtained at lift coefficient Cl ≈ 0.5 and starts to increase significantly for Cl ≈ 0.8. Interestingly, the generated profile is characterized by notably smaller drag at Cl ≈ 0.9, which contributes to higher maximum lift to drag ratio (marked as L/D, upper right panel, the peak is reached for angle of attack α = 4 o ). Moreover, the new airfoil has the advantage of a lower pitching moment Cm (bottom left panel). As a final step, the optimization of parameters is performed, with the aim of maximization of L/D over a range of angles of attack. The evolutionary algorithm is used to alter the shape, using the obtained profile as a seed upon which new airfoils are generated. The results of optimization are shown on the Fig. 3 . The peak L/D is significantly increased and high values of lift to drag ratio are obtained at a bigger range of angles of attack.
One can see that the evolutionary optimization allowed for drag reduction, while keeping maximum lift coefficient and pitching moment relatively constant. In the optimization, the genetic algorithm ran for 10 generations, each consisting of 9 airfoils. Notably, due to the smooth nature of the generated shapes, there were no cases of a very bad performance, and variation of peak L/D among the population was not very significant.
One can conclude that the procedure is capable of improving upon existing airfoil while keeping its key characteristics, provided that the initial shape can be closely matched by Eq. 1. As another example, where clear performance improvement has been obtained, we have used NACA 4 digit profile [9] , the NACA5412. The optimization results are shown on the Fig. 4 . A significant increase of L/D over the whole angle of attack range is gained with relatively small alteration to the initial shape, while having almost no impact on pitching moment curve. It should be stressed that calculations were stopped before local optimum has been found and further refinement is still possible. However, longer evolution would divert more from the starting shape and would possibly need additional constraints on the geometry of generated airfoil to keep the assumed design criteria.
An example of overspecialisation due to the lack of sufficient constraints is shown the Fig. 5 . The evolution of low Reynolds number airfoil AG24 by Mark Drela [10] results in a design compromise which sacrifices low drag at small lift coefficient for a small gain in peak L/D.
Finally, the Fig. 6 shows the results for a brand new airfoil created for a flying wing. In this example, the baseline shape has been generated by manual adjustment of the parameters according to the design goals of 18% thickness and near zero pitching moment at Re = 6 · 10 5 . The optimization has been used to perform only fine adjustments, further refining the design. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have created a simple mathematical model for description of the airfoil shape with only 6 parameters, which allows the designer to easily numerically describe the curve by using a simple terms like thickness, camber, reflex. The description is flexible enough to approximate a wide range of existing profiles, while its simplicity is well suited for optimization with a genetic algorithm. For a wide range of parameters, the obtained shape is smooth and lacks discontinuities, making it attractive for easy numerical analysis. We show the procedure that can be used to improve upon existing, well known airfoils at specific operating points by creating a close approximation with provided model and then refining it. We also show an example of another hybrid approach, where a new design tailored specifically for a flying wing type aircraft is designed manually and further improved by genetic algorithm. 
